
Frequently Asked Questins

Fitment

I din’t see my bike listed in the Applicatin Charts ir in the year, make and 
midel search. Is there a chance ASV makes levers fir my bike?

Even if ASV does not currently make levers for your bike, there is an optonn-ur complete 

clutch / perch assembly (Standard perch  or Pro perch) will ft on just about ANY dirt bike 

that uses a cable operated (Non Hydraulic) clutch set up. If your handle bars are 7/8” 

diameter and the barren on your clutch lever is 8mm or smaller, then ANY of our ASV 

universal clutch/perch levers will work on your bike, Even if it is a 1960’s rare European 

Motocross bike!

If it is a “Vintage” motocross bike, you can use ASV Clutch Lever / Perch assemblies for both 

the brake and the clutch levers. The brake lever will work with an ASV clutch/perch lever 

assembly and will not be upside down or look odd. ASV is the top seller of levers for vintage 

dirt bikes.

If your dirt bike is a litle more modern and has a hydraulic (Disc) front brake system, but we

don’t list your bike or we don’t go back far enough in the years, here is a suggeston we 

recommend all the tme that works great….We recommend you purchase a used (Working 

or rebuilt) front brake master cylinder from a 1993 or newer dirt bike (Honda CR/CRF, 

Yamaha YZ/YZF, Suzuki RM/RMZ or Kawasaki KX/KXF) and replace/upgrade your old brake 

master cylinder.

Here is why you want to upgrade the brake master cylinder on your bike;

1. Finding a non stock type lever is hard and will only get more difcult. Your only

optons will be low uuality cast levers from companies like EMG- or Flanders.



2. Upgrading to a 1992n2006 brake master cylinder will make it so much easier to fnd 

levers and also broaden your choices of available afermarket levers.

3. Repairing that 1989 master cylinder if it blows a seal or gets damaged will be harder 

as Honda will not be supportng that part much longer as it is now 30 years old.

4. Upgrading to a 1992n2006 brake master cylinder will be much easier to maintain and

repair as they are stll in producton for some new bikes (Suzuki stll uses them on the

2018 RMZ line and most of the makes stll use them on their trail bikes.

5. You will get beter performance from this newer master cylinder design. And it is 

easy to switch out and install.

Priducts
What are the diferences between the F2, F4, and C  iffriad levers?

While all ASV inventons levers feature the unbreakable design and fully adjustable reach 

cintril, the F2, the F4, and C6 ofnroad levers all have uniuue features of their own.

F2 Series

 Acornnnut reach adjust (reuuires tools)

 Forged aluminum blade

 Blade available in polished black only

 Standard perch opton

 2nyear warranty

F4 Series

 Quickclick thumb dial reach adjust controls (no tools needed)

 Forged aluminum blade

 Blade available in multple colors

 Quickclick dials available in multple colors

 Standard or Pro perch opton

 4nyear warranty

C  Series

 100% CNCnmachined blade with a wider, more comfortable shape



 Textured mate fnish to enhance grip and control 

 Quickclick thumb dial reach adjust controls (no tools needed)

 Blade available in multple colors

 Quickclick dials available in multple colors

 Pro perch opton

 6nyear warranty

What are the diferences between the F3 and C5 street levers?

While all ASV inventons levers feature the unbreakable design and fully adjustable reach 

cintril, the F3 and the C5 street levers both have uniuue features of their own.

F3 Series

 Forged Aluminum Blade

 Quickclick thumb dial reach adjust controls (no tools needed)

 Blade available in multple colors

 Quickclick dials available in multple colors

 3nYear Warranty

C5 Series

 100% CNCnmachined blade with a wider, more comfortable shape

 Quickclick thumb dial reach adjust controls (no tools needed)

 Blade available in multple colors, including Bicolore

 Quickclick dials available in multple colors

 5nYear Warranty



What are the diference between “Standard” and “Pri” perch?

Both perches are similar in design and looks except for the following:

ASV Pri Perch

 -nenHanded -nnThenFly Clutch Cable Adjust tensioner n (available in multple colors)

 Includes ASV Rotator Clamp which enables forward and rearward rotaton of the

perch for easy adjustments.

It also saves the lever in the event of a spill.

 Includes ASV dust cover to protect bearings from environmental hazards

 Includes cable dust cover boot

 Made with bearings between the perch and lever

ASV Standard Perch

 Standard barrel with Jam Nut (reuuires two hands and a parked bike)



 Bushing between perch and lever

 Standard (nonnrotatng) mountng clamp on perch

 -ptonal Bearing upgrade

 -ptonal ASV rotator clamp 

 -ptonal dust cover

Hiw ling are F2, F4, and C  iffriad mitircycle levers?

Simple Answer

ASV levers are designed to match the stock lever lengths of the listed applicatons. "Shorty" 

levers are about 1.25 inches shorter than stock

Detailed Answer

Most ofnroad motorcycles use a shorty brake lever that is approx. 5 inches long and a 

standard clutch lever that is approx. 6.25 inches long measured from the pivot point where 

the lever connects to the master cylinder.  We ofer both lengths on most of our levers.

PAIR PACKS

In most cases, "standard" pair packs include a shorty lever (approx. 5 inches) and a standard 

length clutch (approx. 6.25 inches). "Shorty" pair packs include a shorty brake and a shorty 

clutch.

Exceptins

Some bikes use a shorty clutch or standard brake by default and will ship this way unless 

reuuested diferently by the customer.  These cases will be noted on the listng.

Hiw ling are F2, F4, and C  quad / ATV levers?

Simple Answer



ASV levers are designed to match the stock lever lengths of the listed applicatons. "Shorty" 

levers are about 1.25 inches shorter than stock.

Detailed Answer

Most uuads and ATVs use standard length brake and clutch levers that are approx. 6.25 

inches measured from the pivot point where the lever connects to the master cylinder. We 

ofer both standard lengths and shorty on most of our levers.

PAIR PACKS

If you order a "standard" pair pack, you will receive a standard length brake lever and 

standard length clutch lever.  If you order a "shorty" pair pack, you will receive a shorty 

brake lever and a shorty clutch lever.

Hiw ling are F3 and C5 street mitircycle levers?

Simple Answer

ASV levers are designed to match the stock lever lengths of the listed applicatons. "Shorty" 

levers are about 1.25 inches shorter than stock.

Detailed Answer

Most street /sport motorcycles use standard length brake and clutch levers that are approx. 

8 inches measured from the pivot point where the lever connects to the master cylinder. 

We ofer both standard and shorty lengths on most of our levers.

Install

Di yiu ifer install guides?

Yes!  We ofer guides for each style of our levers.



I installed an ASV clutch lever and perch assembly and niw there is tii much
cable play. Is this nirmal?

 Try adjustng the inline cable adjuster all the way out to take up that play.

 If your bike/uuad has an adjuster down at the motor where the clutch cable

connects to the engine, also try adjustng that out to take away the excess play.

 If you have tried both of those optons, please call ASV customer service and reuuest

a couple of “Barrel Extenders”. These parts made by ASV will insert into the end of

your ASV adjuster barrel at the clutch perch and remove the excess slack. Each one

takes up just under 1/2” of slack and they can be combined (Nestng into each other)

to get more play reducton. Usually 1n2 will take care of the issue.

My clutch cable has been getng frayed afer using my ASV clutch lever. Is 
this nirmal?

If the end of your clutch cable that goes into our perch is signifcantly smaller that the hole 

in the end of our adjuster barrel on our perch, that may cause the clutch cable to exit the 

perch at an angle that will cause your inner clutch wire to fray. 

 ASV does ofer a spacer (That should have been included with your clutch perch) that

should take up that space and allow your clutch cable to exit the perch without an

angle.

 If you did not get this spacer, or did, but it does not ft into your clutch barrel, or

your cable will not ft into it, you can create a spacer by wrapping the end of the

clutch cable with a plastc based tape like black electrical tape.

My shirty ASV clutch lever hits the switch / cluster and win’t reach ti the 
grip in my Dual Spirt / OffRiad Mitircycle. Can this be fxed?

Shorty lever is not recommended for these applicatons, and we also have a spacer to help 

clear that cluster.

Feel the difference with ASV Inventions. Check out the collection of motorcycle handlebars & controls we offer.

https://www.motorcycleid.com/asv-inventions/
https://www.motorcycleid.com/handlebars-controls.html



